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is a commercial desktop search utility for the Microsoft Windows family. It differs from the
previous version in a limited number of preset locations - only five. Search by locations in this
version only works in Windows XP. With Discover, you can also find information on Microsoft
Search servers, as well as in DVD presentations that are recorded from these servers to DVD. In
2008, a free similar product was released from RWS-Logica - Panda Recovery System. The
program supports more than 700 utilities for scanning, backing up and restoring information. In
addition, it has an efficient detection algorithm and fast scanning of hard drives. TeardownLogic is
a program for solving the most common tasks of data recovery and data recovery from media. It
allows you to recover data and format disks with error correction, work with buffer zones, restore
information from sensors and ports, write, copy and encrypt data, check the integrity of the system
for old errors, restore dumps from a damaged disk, restore boot sectors, restore from OS
repositories, restore the registry file, restore data from clusters, restore logical drives, run a number
of other applications from the command line, determine the type of disk lock, determine bad
sectors, recognize disk image formats and extract information from them, restore backup, restore
registry keys, create disk images, recover damaged storage media, recover files from the cloud, and
even recover lost photos and documents from your computer. The program has all the basic
features necessary for successful data recovery from damaged storage media, hard drives and flash
cards. A barebone program designed to create virtual computers that can be used both in
specialized operating systems - such as Linux (and other operating systems that support screen
output: KDE, Xfce, XEmbedded, GNOME, etc.), and in universal operating environments -
Windows (XP, Vista, 7).The program allows you to create completely new and original projects,
but the main thing is that it has the ability to quickly integrate other programs, for example, the
simultaneous operation of VirtualPC and Puppy Linux applications. VMware Workstation is a cross-
platform virtual machine for hosting images of operating systems and other applications. In
addition to standard functions, it also performs a number of "proprietary" VMWare functions, such
as optimization
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